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ABSTRACT: Hyperbolic media exhibit unparalleld properties,
e.g, as light absorbers in photovoltaics and photonics, as
superlenses in far-ﬁeld imaging, as subwavelength light concentrators in nanolithography, or as novel materials in emission
engineering. With the advent of optical metamaterials, deliberate
design of material properties became possible. However,
inadvertent variability in fabrication techniques and other factors
limit performance characteristics of man-made hyperbolic materials. Here, we draw attention to a class of natural hyperbolic
materials, the tetradymites. From generalized spectroscopic ellipsometry we extract the dielectric tensor components and ﬁnd
hyperbolic behavior in Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3 in the near-infrared to visible spectrum. Previously, natural hyperbolic media were
known only in the far-infrared spectral range. As possible applications of tetradymites we discuss superlenses for near-ﬁeld
microscopy and far-ﬁeld isoindex ﬁlters. Solid solutions of tetradymites are likely tunable in operational wavelength from the
infrared to the visible, complementing hyperbolic metamaterials.
KEYWORDS: hyperbolic materials, negative refraction, hyperresolved imaging, isoindex ﬁlters, thermophotovoltaics,
near-ﬁeld heat transfer
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in sapphire or calcite,10−12 can also give rise to hyperbolic
bands, particularly in the far-infrared. Tetradymites, however,
suggest themselves for applications in the technologically
relevant near-infrared to visible range. A comprehensive review
of natural and man-made hyperbolic media has recently been
published by Sun, Litchinitser, and Zhou.13
Conventionally, elliptical materials are used in applications of
birefringent media such as spectral phase velocity and
polarization management. Elliptical materials are characterized
by all positive coeﬃcients a in the dispersion relation axk2x +
ayk2y + azk2z = ω2/c2, which relates the wavevector k⃗ and angular
frequency ω of plane waves in such media. Drastically diﬀerent
optical behavior is found in hyperbolic media, which have one
(type I) or two (type II) negative coeﬃcients.14 On the basis of
hyperbolic materials, a number of intriguing phenomena have
been put forth recently, such as negative refraction and
superfocusing,7,15−18 hyperresolved imaging,19−23 deep subwavelength lithography,24−27 improved thermophotovoltaics

he mineral tetradymite (Bi2Te2S) lends its name to a class
of compounds with formula M2X3, where M = Bi, Sb and
X = S, Se, Te. In particular, the topological insulator materials
Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3 have recently drawn considerable attention,
thanks to their exceptional electronic surface states.1 Common
to all tetradymites is the layered structure made of atomic
monolayer sequences X1−M−X2−M−X1, which arrange
themselves into hexagonal, quintuple layers. These, in turn,
are stacked by weak van der Waals bonds to form ﬂakes of bulk
material, very similar to graphite being composed of graphene.
Also single and few quintuple layer tetradymite structures are
increasingly of interest.2−5 The broader group of van der Waals
materials and their combinatorial heterostructures have recently
been highlighted for their potential to reveal many unusual
properties and new phenomena.6
The layered nature of tetradymites gives rise to an
exceedingly strong anisotropy in many material properties,
including the electric permittivity. As we will show, due to their
huge birefringence, materials from the tetradymite group
belong to the rare class of natural, homogeneous hyperbolic
materials. One notable other material is graphite at ultraviolet
frequencies.7−9 Strongly anisotropic polar phonon modes, e.g.,
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and super-Planckian near-ﬁeld heat transfer,28−33 control of
single-quantum emitters,34−37 novel types of bound surface and
waveguide modes,38,39 and optical forces.40,41
Artiﬁcial hyperbolic media may be fabricated as eﬀectivemedium- or meta-materials, e.g., by employing oriented
nanowires, depositing alternating metallic/dielectric layers, or
engineering quantum conﬁnement in resonant semiconductor
heterostructures.15,16,18,21,36,42−47 This works particularly well
for longer wavelengths, from the infrared even into the radio
frequency range. At visible frequencies, however, besides issues
with fabricating deeply subwavelength structures, strongly
absorbing resonances often spoil useful hyperbolic properties.
Here, we demonstrate that tetradymites indeed represent viable
alternatives at these frequencies.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Crystallographically, the tetradymites are characterized by a
diagonal permittivity tensor with degenerate values in the abplane (xy) and a diﬀerent one along the c-axis (z). Single
crystals cleave with clean ab-facets, which provided easy access
to the corresponding tensor components in extensive early
spectroscopic reﬂectometry measurements.48 The reported data
for the permittivity component along the c-axis are less
complete, though. To obtain a renewed, complete picture of
the full permittivity tensor for the tetradymites Bi2Se3 and
Bi2Te3, we perform generalized spectroscopic ellipsometry on
single crystals in the energy range between 0.62 and 4.3 eV.
The analysis of the recorded spectra displayed in Figure 1
shows that Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3 are indeed strongly optically
anisotropic.
In Bi2Se3 both independent permittivity components exhibit
clearly separated absorption maxima at 1.05 for the zcomponent and 1.75 eV for the xy-component (see Figure
1b). These match very well with the energies of interband
transitions at the Z- and F-point in the Brillouin zone,
respectively.1 Inspecting the Kramers−Kronig related real parts
of the permittivity components (Figure 1d), we ﬁnd that Bi2Se3
presents a rather extraordinary case of giant anisotropy. At
energies between 1.05 and 1.75 eV, it exhibits negative real
parts for the z-component of the permittivity tensor and
positive xy-components. At 1.8 eV, this relation reverses, as the
in-plane resonance becomes dominant. The real parts of the
permittivity tensor components cross zero, and the tensor
components exchange their respective roles. At higher energies,
the in-plane xy-components are negative, while the out-of-plane
z-component is positive. We note that the imaginary part of the
z-component drops below 2.0 for energies above 1.55 eV.
As is evident from Figure 1c, Bi2Te3 also exhibits a strong
anistropy in permittivity with distinct resonances in diﬀerent
directions. The resonances are at 0.9 eV for the out-of-plane
and 1.2 eV for the degenerate in-plane components. Relative to
Bi2Se3, both resonances occur at lower energies. As with Bi2Se3,
there are energy intervals of hyperbolic anisotropy, where
permittivity components in diﬀerent directions have opposite
sign. However, due to a weaker resonance in the c-direction, the
out-of-plane permittivity real part below zero is less
pronounced compared to Bi2Se3, as seen in Figure 1d,e.
In applications of uniaxial crystals like the tetradymites, there
are two principal choices of surface orientation to consider: the
c-axis may be perpendicular to the surface (ab-facets) or parallel
to it (e.g., ac-facets). In either case, the dispersion for TMpolarized plane waves is given by

Figure 1. Crystal structure and permittivity tensor components of
compounds from the tetradymite groups. (a) Quintuple atomic layers
are stacked along the crystallographic c-axis by van der Waals forces.
The zoom-in graphic shows the conventional hexagonal unit cell,
which extends over three layers. The corresponding permittivity
tensors are isotropic in the crystallographic ab-plane (indicated in
black), but their perpendicular components (along the c-axis, indicated
in red) are vastly diﬀerent. (b ,c) Imaginary and (d, e) real parts of
permittivity tensor components retrieved from generalized spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements of (b, d) Bi2Se3 and (c, e) Bi2Te3.
The in-plane components are shown in black; the out-of-plane
components in red.
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where k0 = ω/c is the vacuum wavenumber and k∥ and k⊥ are
respectively the wavevector components parallel and perpendicular to the surface. The parallel and perpendicular
permittivity components are selected according to the
material’s tensor. On an ac-facet they are (ϵ∥,ϵ⊥) = (ϵc,ϵa),
and we ﬁnd type-II hyperbolic behavior in Bi2Se3 for energies
above 2, as can be seen from the numerically evaluated
dispersions presented in Figure 2a,b. In contrast, for the
rotationally invariant ab-facets, the assignment (ϵ∥,ϵ⊥) = (ϵa,ϵc)
implies type-I hyperbolic behavior in Bi2Se3 in the near-infrared
range from 1.1 to 1.6 eV, as seen in Figure 2c,d.
Our ﬁndings suggest hyperresolved superlensing in the nearinfrared to visible spectral regime as an intriguing possible
application for hyperbolic tetradymites. Usually, type-I hyperbolic materials have lower reﬂection and perform better for
high-resolution imaging than type II.36 As this is also the easier
facet to prepare, in the following we concentrate on
superlensing slabs with ab-facets. We perform ﬁnite diﬀerence
time domain (FDTD) simulations of a Bi2Se3 slab to test its
imaging properties in a Rayleigh criterion conﬁguration. As
objects to be imaged two 20 nm wide slits in a gold ﬁlm are
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from an elliptic to a hyperbolic dispersion occurs (see also
Figure 2), which renders the dispersion curve ﬂat (to third
order) for k∥ ≈ 0, and all spatial frequency components of the
object ﬁeld are transported in the normal direction with the
same propagation wavenumber k⊥. Hence the resulting image
on the output facet exhibits two separated features of about
∼50 nm in size, i.e., less than a twentieth of the excitation
wavelength.
Another fascinating aspect of the strong anisotropy in
tetradymites is the occurrence of pronounced isoindex points,
i.e., energies for which (the real parts of) the refractive indices
coincide accidentally for both dispersion branches. Only for
excitation at exactly these isoindex energies do anisotropic
materials appear isotropic. Plane waves in any direction are
retarded with the same phase delay. However, for energies
slightly oﬀ an isoindex point, the two diﬀerently polarized rays
suﬀer very diﬀerent phase delays, rapidly turning linear
polarization into elliptical. Very narrow bandwidth ﬁlters (Δλ
< 0.1) with a wide ﬁeld-of-view (up to the full 2π sr) can be
fabricated based on these drastic polarization rotation
eﬀects.49,50 This kind of a spectrally narrow, omnidirectional
ﬁlter is ideally suited for optical communication between
moving objects, such as airplanes or submarines. Its performance depends critically on the slope d(Δn)/dλ of the
birefringent diﬀerence Δn = n1 − n2 of the indices of refraction
at the isoindex wavelength λ0. A useful ﬁgure of merit (FOM)51
to compare isoindex points in diﬀerent materials is

Figure 2. Plane wave dispersions in Bi2Se3 for TM-polarized light. In
(a) and (b) the perpendicular direction is in the ab-plane; in (c) and
(d) it is along the crystallographic c-axis. Panels (a) and (c) display a
three-dimensional view of the dispersion relation eq 1; panels (b) and
(d) present selected isoenergy cuts.

assumed, separated by a gap of 60 nm. They deﬁne the ﬁeld at
the input facet of an 80 nm thick Bi2Se3 slab. As seen in Figure
3, best performance is achieved at an energy of 1.06 eV (∼1173
nm), i.e., in the anomalous response regime near the resonance
in the c-direction. At 1.05 eV the imaginary part of ϵc is
maximal, whereas its real part goes through zero. The transition

FOM =

1 d(Δn)
λ 0 dλ

(2)

As can be seen from Figure 1, Bi2Te3 has a single isoindex point
at 1.24 eV, whereas in Bi2Se3 the ϵc resonance near 1.05 eV is
strong enough to give rise to two additional isoindex points.
The values listed in Table 1 indicate FOMs for tetradymites
Table 1. Figure of Merit for Frequency Filtering at the
Isoindex Points (n1 = n2) of Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3
material

energy (eV)

FOM (μm−2)

Bi2Se3
Bi2Se3
Bi2Se3
Bi2Te3
CdS51

0.94
1.06
2.75
2.32
2.36

5.4
35
14
10
2.3

that are even higher than that of CdS, one of the best materials
available,51 suggesting tetradymites as exquisite candidates for
thinner or narrower wavelength ﬁlters.

■

CONCLUSION
In summary, our ellipsometry results show that tetradymites
exhibit giant anisotropies in permittivity, which may be utilized
in a variety of optical applications. The vastly diﬀerent potential
landscape electrons experience in the crystallographic ab-plane
vs along the c-axis gives rise to energetically displaced interband
transitions. These, in turn, lead to separate Lorentz-type
resonances in diﬀerent permittivity tensor components of
suﬃciently high quality factor that negative real parts are found
over extended energy intervals. Chemically, this class of
materials encompasses more than just the examples discussed
in the present paper, and we expect similar properties to be
found in many of them. A further advantage is their miscibility,

Figure 3. Imaging performance of a Bi2Se3 superlens slab. (a) A gold
ﬁlm with 20 slits, illuminated at normal incidence through the silicon
dioxide substrate, is imaged by a 80 thick Bi2Se3 superlens toward the
Bi2Se3−air interface. (b) H⊥-ﬁeld strength for excitation with λ = 1.06.
The air−Bi2Se3 interface is indicated by a white line. (c) H⊥ on the
Bi2Se3−air interface for diﬀerent excitation wavelengths.
1287
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boundary condition is advantageous over the commonly used
perfectly matched layers for large 3D simulations and allows the
eﬃcient use of the available memory for accurate numerical
modeling of the main structure.

which should allow for tuning resonance energies and other
properties relatively easily by deliberate growth of mixed
crystals such as Bi2Se3−xTex.
We have discussed two possible applications of hyperbolic
tetradymites. Hyperresolution imaging and lithography stand
out as an immediate consequence of the drastic anisotropy. The
enormous hyperbolic dispersions also suggest tetradymites as
isoindex materials with superior ﬁgures of merit. These natural
compounds and their mixed crystals may be a viable alternative
to hyperbolic metamaterials and artiﬁcially fabricated metal/
dielectric multilayers or multiple quantum-well structures. In
contrast to laterally structured metamaterials, the dispersion of
natural hyperbolic media extends much further in reciprocal
space, due to their inherent atomic periodicity in real space.
This results in increased densities of state, which may be
exploited in near-ﬁeld enhanced devices for heat management
or photovoltaic eﬀects. Finally, we note that tensorial
hyperbolic/isotropic interfaces support bound surface modes
that diﬀer signiﬁcantly from the surface plasmon polaritons
found at scalar metal/dielectric interfaces,52−54 which may
provide new impetus for applications in the ﬁeld of plasmonics.
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